REPUBLIC OF KENYA
GARISSA COUNTY ASSEMBLY
THE HANSARD
Thursday, 21st june, 2018
The House met at the County Assembly Chamber,
Assembly Buildings, at 2.30 p.m.
[The Speaker (Hon. Ahmed Ibrahim Abass) in the Chair]
PRAYERS
PAPERS
Hon. Speaker: Chair budget and appropriation and apparently this is the only business we have
for this day, chair budget we cannot even re arrange our agenda statrt with something else as
we…….. Sergeant at arms can i have chair of budget delivered here. Anything else hon members
as we wait for the chair of budget yes member for saka.
Hon. Kassim: (applause)
Hon. Speaker: the smartly dressed member.
Hon. Kassim: mr speaker thank you, my position of standing is just to rectify a situation
comments i made yesterday that the apex nature of this house worth due respect. This is not an
ordinary building where every tom and dick dress the way he should. As we are sited before this
house mr speaker am seeing some hon. Members have short sleeve shirts which is not an order of
any parliamentary house i want you to make a resolution that the apex nature of this house
should be respected to the later thank you.
Hon. Speaker: hon. Member for saka you have made your point but i think we have also
established a committee and i think there first assignment….. hon members when we came in we

heard the issue of first standing order in between the two houses for the old members who return
you remember so i think that committee is going for a training July and we want them to embark
on a review of the standing orders member for saka if you will be able to push on the issue of
how members should dress while in the chamber through that committee that will be something
… but am sure even in our current standing orders it has a code of dress for members within the
chambers. That committee can even change many things including when we want to sit the
current sitting we have is the one we have borrowed from the national assembly but over the five
years period assemblies were expected to align their standing order for example in our case we
could say three consegative days not Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday it could be another day.
We could say our sitting to be in the morning such that by one o’clock we have finished our
business until the following day. chair budget we have gone to this stories while waiting for you
and i have send the sergeant at arms to get you from wherever you are am glad you are here can
you please proceed.
Hon. Abdullahi: thank you Mr Speaker sir, i beg to lay on the floor of the house the report of the
committee on budget and appropriation on the Garissa county fiscal strategic paper 2018.
Hon. Speaker: very well next order.
Motions and bills
Hon. Speaker: chair budget again
Hon. Abdullahi: thank you mr speaker sir, that pursuant to provision of standing order 206(4)
that this house approves the report of the budget and appropriation committee on the fiscal
strategic paper financial year 2018. Mr speaker sir on behalf of the members of budget and
appropriation committee and pursuant to section 1176 of public finance management act 2012
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Hon Abdullahi(Bura): Assembly approves any changes the annual estimate of the budget under
section 131 of the act any increase of the reduction of the expenditure of the vote shall not excide
1% of the vote series mandate of the committee.mr speaker sir this committee mandate from the
standing order 187 (3) details the functions of the budget and appropriate committee.it states:
The functions of the committee shall be to(a)To investigate inquire and report on all matters related to coordination. Control and
monitoring of the county budget.
(b) discuss and review the estimates and make recommendation to the county Assembly:
(c) examine the county fiscal strategy paper presented to the county Assembly:
(d) examine bills related to the budget, including Appropriation bills, and the executive tax
estimates economic and budgetary policies and programs with direct budget outlays.
The members of the committee
The committee of the budget and appropriate comprises of the following Hon. Members:
1.Hon. Abdullahi Omar-chairperson
2.Hon.Mohamed Abdi –vise chair
3. Hon. Mohamed Abass-member
4.Hon.Hussein Borle-member
5. Hon. Daud A Dabar-member
6. Hon. Habiba Abdi- member
7. Hon. Marian Mohamed-member
8. Hon.Gini Dagane-member
9.Hon.Fatuma Bulle-member
10 Hon.Fatuma M Shide-member

11. Hon.Adow Omar Said-member
12.Hon. Abdullahi M Buthul – member
13. Hon. Abdirahman M Idriss -member
Mr. speaker the constitution of Kenya and the public finance management act give the county
assembly the responsibility and the mandate to oversee the management of the public with
regards allocation. Resource mobilization, monitoring and control and oversight.
AKNOWLEGEMENT
This committee is grateful to the offices of the speaker and the clerk for the support extended to
the committee in the executive of its mandate. We are also gratefully to CEC.
Members and the technical team for clarifying some pertinent issues in the CFSP 2018 and.
Hon speaker: Leader of minority you cannot close from one side of the house without so please
formalize if anybody wants to cross from here to any side you go there go to the chair and then
you cross and so you walk like you know you are a senior member being a leader in the house
you could have excuse the other members not the leadership.
Hon Abdullahi (Bura): Thank you Mr. speaker. For preparation and timely delivery of the
fiscal strategy paper. The chairperson also takes this opportunity to thank all honorable member
for their patience. Unwavering sacrifice and commitment to public service which enable the
committee to complete this important task in the stipulated time. Further the committee
acknowledges the technical input of the budget office of the county assembly which was
invaluable in the consideration of CFSP 2018.
Mr. speaker it is now my pleasant duty and privilege. On behalf of the budget and appropriation
committee present to the county assembly the report of the committee on the county fiscal
strategy 2018 for debate and adoption.
Mr. speaker sir we have read in details the county fiscal strategy paper 2018 as preparation and
submitted by CECM finance. During its meetings the committee consulted with the Liaison
committee and technical staff in various dockets.

Mr. speaker pursuant to section117(1) of the PFM Act,2012 the CFSP was delivered to the
county Assembly on Friday 26th February.
The legal underpinning of 2018 CFSP is articulated in section 117 of the public finance
management Act 2012. It requires the county treasury to submit the CFSP to the Assembly for
approval by 29th February in each year. The PFM also stipulates the content of the CFSP.
Additionally, The PFM regulations. 2015 provided further requirement on the content to be
presented in the CFSP.
A review of the 2018 CFSP indicates that it achieved 77.14 present level of compliance. Despite
the fairly good performance. It is noted that the county treasury did not submit the CFSP on time.
Mr. speaker sir the budget experience a 6% shortfall in actual performance (expenditures) due to
underperformance in own source revenues that realize only 23% of its target. Condition grants
also underperformance (38% of target). Recurrent costs were 64% of the budget propelled by
salaries that were 42% of total budget and 66%of recurrent cost. This puts Garissa in line with
fiscal principles of a minimum of 30% total budget on development spending at 36%. The fiscal
deficit was shilling Kshs 4.8 million and the county did not receive any external funds to finance
it.
The county has projected total revenue of Kshs. 9.518.735.355 and the breakdown of this amount
is shown in the table below together with the medium term projections.
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Hon. Abdullahi (Bura Ward): the breakdown of this amount is shown in the table below
together with the medium term projections. Am not sure if members received this copies.
Hon. Speaker: Shakul has anything come since you said or you brought twice. Ok, member
please pair with us I think there was a problem today. If problem was bought my attention, I will
even have delayed coming in for some 15 or 20 minutes and we have coming in when everything
is ready. Now chair for budget, what you will just do since the members do not have the copies
and is difficult for them to read the table. I think you could just read the estimate for 2018/2019,
2019/2020, 2020/2021. Just read for them they can’t see the table.

Hon. Abdullahi (Bura Ward): ok, there is this table where the revenue estimate for financial
year 2018/2019, FY 2019/2020, FY 2020/2021,
Estimates FY 2018/2019

FY 2019/2020

FY 2020/2021

6,939,400,000

7,633,340,000.00

8,396,674,000

Local Collections

250,000,000

275,000,000.00

302,500,000

Conditional
Allocations

775,747,878

853,322,665.80

938,654,932

Loans and Grants

1,553,567,377

1,708,924,114.00

1,879,816,526

TOTAL

9,518,735,255

10,470,586,780

11,517,645,458

Recurrent

5,707,165,897

6,499,168,781

7,149,085,659

Development

3,811,569,358

3,878,645,955

4,266,510,551

TOTAL

9,518,735,255

10,377,814,736

11,415,596,210

REVENUE
National
Transfers

EXPENDITURE

Recurrent Expenditure
Recurrent expenditure is expected to be curbed at 61% in the FY 2018/19 and reduced to 60% in
the medium term. This will involve cutting down on wages by limiting recruitment to only
essential personnel. Wastages in operation and maintenance expenditures will also be contained.
Development Expenditure
Consistent with the objective of allocating adequate resources towards development and the need
to ensure completion of critical infrastructure, development expenditure will be at least 39% in
the FY 2018/19 and increased to 40 percent in the medium term
Medium Term Expenditure Framework
Resource envelope FY 2018/2019

RESOURCE ENVELOPE
Equitable share

FY 2018-2019
6,939,400,000

775,747,878

Conditional Grants
Level 5 Hospital

344,739,884.00

Compensation for foregone user

12,964,636.00

Rehabilitation of Village polytechnics

35,335,000.00

Road Maintenance Levy

182,708,358.00

Lease of Medical Equipment

200,000,000.00
1,553,567,377

Loans and Grants

250,000,000

Own Source Revenues
TOTAL

9,518,735,255

Sector ceilings - In the table below, health allocation includes all conditional allocations from
national government and grants from donors, Roads allocations includes road levy fund from
national government, Education allocations include rehabilitation of polytechnic fund from
national and finance has KDSP fund factored.
SECTOR

RECURRENT
(KSH)

DEVELOPMENT
(KSH)

TOTAL

%

Agriculture, Livestock &
Cooperatives

211,609,781

320,000,000

531,609,781

6%

Gender, Social Services &
Sports

76,800,847

280,000,000

356,800,847

4%

Roads and Transport

84,263,476

282,708,358

366,971,834

4%

Education and Labor
Relations

639,055,140

75,355,000

714,410,140

8%

Environment, Energy &
Natural Resources

53,533,988

30,000,000

83,533,988

1%

Lands, Housing and Urban 246,220,886
Development

333,506,000

579,726,886

6%

Finance & Economic
Planning

980,448,647

100,000,000

1,080,448,647

11
%

Health & Sanitation

2,161,074,672

490,000,000

2,651,074,672

28
%

Trade, Enterprise
Development and Tourism

89,439,255

70,000,000

159,439,255

2%

Water & Irrigation
Services

175,290,755

1,630,000,000

1,805,290,755

19
%

Executive Services

277,758,645

150,000,000

427,758,645

4%

County Public Service
Board

50,669,805

0

50,669,805

1%

County Assembly

711,000,000

0

711,000,000

7%

TOTAL

6,207,165,897

3,311,569,358
9,518,735,255

100
%

Recurrent budget breakdown

Sector

Total
allocation
(KSH)

Salaries (KSH)

O & M (KSH)

Agriculture, Livestock &
Cooperatives

211,609,781

163,609,781

48,000,000.00

Gender, Social Services & Sports

76,800,847

32,800,847

44,000,000

Roads and Transport

84,263,476.00

60,263,476

24,000,000.00

Education and Labor Relations

639,055,140

457,318,388

24,000,000

Environment, Energy & Natural
Resources

53,533,988.00

29,533,988

24,000,000.00

246,220,886

186,220,886

60,000,000

Lands, Housing and Urban

Development
Finance & Economic Planning

980,448,647

439,448,647

96,000,000

Health & Sanitation

2,161,074,672

1,600,000,000

438,749,047

Trade, Enterprise Development
and Tourism

89,439,255

65,439,255

24,000,000

Water & Irrigation Services

175,290,755

79,290,755

96,000,000.00

Executive Services

277,758,645

181,758,645

96,000,000.00

County Public Service Board

50,669,805

26,669,805

24,000,000

county Assembly

711,000,000

TOTAL

6,207,165,897

328,000,000.00
3,322,376,132

998,749,047

I hope members have had the copies, is there any member don’t have this?
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Hon Mahat Osman (Majority leader): Thank you Mr. Speaker sir, i stand to support the document in
front of us. Mr. Speaker i want to comment the committee for budget and appropriation for doing a
very good job in a short time. They have done their best to make sure the fiscal strategy paper today is
with us here. And they have also done a commendable job within a short period and i am very sure the
committee is also preparing themselves for the budget estimates with the time is also limited and we
want them also to speed up and also complete that process the shortest time possible, so that we are
done with our budget estimate. Mr. Speaker i am also happy to see that our estimate has been also
drawn well and i want to urge all the members of this house to kindly approve this estimate so that the
committee of budget can also go ahead with the budget estimates that is also coming suppose we
concluded before the end of this financial year. With those few remarks i want to thank the committee
for budget and appropriation once again, thank you Mr. Speaker.
Hon Speaker: Before i let member for Saka, before i let you in, i will let you in. honorable members
today’s exercise is most critical and most important part of budget making process, because once you
cross here, when actual estimate come what you can do as assembly is limited to one percent , you
cannot change more than one percent. So where you can, for purposes of guiding the house i think this
…. So sometimes i hope members understand the critical aspect of the budget making process that we
are in today. So take it seriously have a look at it and since the report came very late, that members may
not have seen earlier, if there is any member who want to move anything call an amendment if you can

gather a support, we will allow it now, because if the report was ready yesterday then for any member
who want to have an amendment you know the way we go. We will go through the normal process; you
will put in writing, present to speaker, but since the report is just being done and number two (2)
Honorable members because of the lateness we are doing this exercise and the ADP yesterday and the
legal requirement that you must pass the budget, either pass it or reject it by 30 th of June, now you can
see we will not have good time to really interrogate that document and you see the real estimate are
not as this they are much more voluminous now is item by item, so hopefully next time going forward
the next financial year chair budget i hope we will be able to be strict on the timelines coming from CEC
finance, because these are document ought to have passed 15 th of march if we have dealt this document
15th of March the CEC had a time up to 30th of April to submit the estimate, meaning the house will have
had the estimate with us for the month of May and June. Unfortunately we may not get that comfort in
this particular time round, but going forward, i hope we can be very strict on those timelines such that
the house can have enough time, because look at it today we are in Thursday, we are dealing with this
document, we likely to write to the CEC finance tomorrow which is Friday, Monday will be date? Sorry
Monday will be? 25th and i was just looking at the calendar before i left the office, 30 th June is on
Saturday meaning it come to us on 25th and by 28th we will have to deal with it. So hopefully next time
we will not find ourselves in that kind of quack mare. Chair budget you want say, is there anything you
want add.
Hon Abdullahi: Mr. Speaker, i have taken your guidance, beside other challenges and you know we all
remember the issue we had on election, our technical budget fiscal analysis was the only person
handling this document, the breaks and Ramadhan we had delayed this document. But i hope in future…
today we had problem with the printer that is why this document could have been printed, you know
mechanical problems Are there they don’t also plan with us, so i hope we will going to look into thank
you.
Hon Speaker: Thank you very well, the budget has been done very well. And i think in fact the biggest
delay and the biggest culprit here chair finance comes from your committee, because it is the ADP which
delayed more than the estimate, i hope now finance committee next time, that ruling that i made
regarding the CIDP and ADP took the Speaker into problem and now you know i will not hesitate next
time if you go on this way to make an opposite ruling, hopefully next time i hope we will be able to
when that document come i hope …. And you know when i look at the committee of finance the chair is
a very senior the minority leader is there The majority leader is there you know very strong people this
is a kind of committee we expect things to…. So hopefully next time committee finance you will not be
able to hold us this long, because we had this document …………………….

TAKE G
Hon.speaker: Committee finance you will not be able to hold us this long because we had this document
February from the CES finance. This document that we are dealing with today in fact this delay is on our
side am sure we will do much better. Honorable borle.

Hon.Borle: Thank you Mr. speaker I think I have a problem with report which was read by the chair
because what the fiscal strategy paper says that some five key priority areas and this are listed as water
and sanitation, Health care services, Agriculture, Transport and infrastructure and also business
environment.im surprised it’s the same areas we are now saying some of the same areas are the ones
which now in identified as from which we reduced funds for instance am the chair for water. We had a
meeting as water committee the document was committed to us and we did not propose any changes
and also as a member of budget committee here we said we reduced 100 million of development that is
water and infrastructure unless we say that is an error and it relets to something else am not clear about
that thank you.
Hon.speaker: Chair water it’s not an error. This are the recommendation of the budget committee as
presented to this house and the spokesman of the budget committee for the purposes of this house is
the chair. but as a member of this house as along you get support among you the membership of the
house nothing stops that why I was saying today we will give regarding the amendments we will give the
members a lee way because members are just finding reports but you or any other member of water
committee you are at liberty to defend give reasons and convince the house if you the deduction of 100
million from water is not justified. Yes, member for Saka and then followed by member for Modogashe
and Damajaley in that order.
Hon.Kassim: Thank you Mr. speaker sir, mine is fully first to support the document before you that it
works adoption but Mr. Speaker with your permission I would like you in advance to give me ample little
time so that I will give my findings to the report before us Mr. speaker the CFSP That is county fiscal
strategy paper the document here according to law when it arrives in this house there is no Mr. speaker
I need your attention
Hon.Speaker: Honorable member for Saka go on with your contribution I will here you I can double task.
Hon.Kassim: Mr. speaker the county physical strategy paper which is before this house is going to be
approved with or without any amendments I’m saying so because this document is more so when we
made a counterpart is just like FCP of the national level Mr. speaker can I continue you see Mr. speaker
professionally I’m a trained teacher during my hey days in school we used to pay attention to the lesion
so that if a child out of mind you give him brain and a booster so I’m sorry to intervene with your an
schedule meeting Mr. speaker this document is going to be approved with or without amendments
simply because as I’m in the chair of the county legal officer in my committee it’s becoming a trend……..
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Hon. Kassim: This county is a bit behind the schedule time Mr. Speaker once again when you
look at page 10 of the report before you article 1.1 which talks of a legal compliance when you
talk of a… when you look on page 10 Mr. Speaker item 1.1 it says legal compliance am the chair

of the legal matters in this county that is page 1.1 article 1.1 or roman 1.1 Mr. Speaker sir
anything to do with illegality because am the man to chair anything to do with illegality laws
bam the man to chair so i advice my brother the chair of budget should consider for any
corrections and alterations when it comes to law business terms because we are well versed with
this knowledge Mr. Speaker when i come back to business we should ask ourselves truly why is
this document important there are two key issues here two question every member should know
by heart one is how big it is budget in the next year what are the estimates what are the revenues
what are total spending so Mr. speaker the revenue collected al this in totality with deficit of the
financing I taught business administration some years back i remember there is what we call
sieving in budgetary those this document strategic paper it is the sieving of the budget Mr.
Speaker and the element of the sieving of this paper we have three piece we have number one
performance project and priorities thy are all covered and there are only major C which are the
ceiling like inside this honourable house we have a ceiling on top of our house so this strategic
paper it is the way forward directing that the budget that to come to this house has catered for all
this analysis or annexes before you M. Speaker in a nutshell am saying if there is any member
who is n doubt about this paer you should refer reference to a section of the public finance act
that is act number 177 Mr. Speaker with those few very many remarks i beg to seat down with
your permission
Hon. Speaker: Next member for Damajaley
Hon. Diriye: Thank you Mr. Speaker for giving me this opportunity Mr. Speaker as you said
earlier that this is a very important document that we should be very keen when we are passing
Mr. Speaker sir, it has been the request of the members entire members that when we going tom
deal with certain documents like this we would have been given earlier so that we can peruse and
go over it long time maybe two to three days because we are not technical persons most of us we
are not accountants some of us are even this mathematical writings are difficult and we have
been asking many times that whenever we have this document we should be given in advance so
that we consult our technical parts so that they can guide us on what to do and what not to do
where there is error Mr. Speaker every time we are told we are in rush we are behind schedule
should such things happen Mr. Speaker that is why we are passing substantive documents that
we are not aware that we cannot have and it cannot assist us in any way Mr. Speaker Mr.
Speaker am not against this motion am not against passing it i want to put right things in order
Mr. Speaker therefore next time i ask the house business to give us such documents in three
days’ time so that we can be able interpret and understand and therefore can be able to bring
substantial issue on the flow so that we can correct this funding and how we can approve our
county with that i pray Mr. Speaker that such mess will never occur again there is all the
lobbying as we are talking we need to be attentive Mr. Speaker with due respect Mr. Speaker
such mess should not occur we want to be given these orders members have said many times that
this document should be given in time therefore mine is to give those requests honourably and i
support this fiscal strategy to be passed because we are ever complaining that we are behind

schedule and the other thing i request when we go to sectors departmental sectors when we ask
they say the executive are not consulting us if the CEC and the chief officers are not consulted to
direct us on the need of that sector then what is the point who is planning this so we need to be
guided on that so i need to be guided also whether what am saying is the right comment we need
a guide thank you Mr. Speaker I support the motion
Hon. Speaker: Very well member for damajaley i give you the undertaking of the speaker that
this should not happen again that we will be vey strict to the timelines right from the executive
we will be very strict with our committees that are supposed to process some of this documents
the day we shall pass the document we shall give them a timeline so that they should not hold
back the whole house for this kind of scenarios for my apologies and on behalf of the house
Hon. Speaker: Member for Modogash
Hon.Ali(Modogashe ward): thank you Mr. Speaker sir…
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Hon Ali Mohamed Gure : Thank you Mr Speaker I have a lot of concern of reduction of water
department. The biggest problem we are facing in Garissa for example in my ward is water and in this
budget in the department of water we normally use more than 100 million shillings on water tracking
and is very unfortunate today after executive have made a very good proposal and our budget
committee reducing water budget and we are expecting three to four mega dam to be constructed to
finish the shortage of water and in support of the document but I oppose the water projects. Thank
you.
Hon Speaker : Member of Modogashe if you are opposing on something there is ways . Yes honorable
deputy Speaker.
Hon Muhamud Abass ( Deputy Speaker ) : Thank you so much being a member of budget committee I
feel the cry of some of the members andf the budget committee with its wisdom I have realized some of
this amendment are very crucial and critical to the committee having discussed critically I don’t think
honorable member for modogashe can bash thirteen members of what they have decided means a lot
in this house and therefore with the consultation of this house leadership and honorable members of
my committee that we have decided and I wish to move an amendments to the documents where we
increase 50 million shillings to water department ion development and that comes from different
development area. We feel more water and that is on our own wisdom.
Hon Speaker : Deputy Speaker that changes that you want to make would have to move in a form of
amendments.

Hon Mohamud Abass ( Deputy Speaker ) : That is what am going on Mr Speaker . I wish members would
understand that we feel very critical for water and I want to put myself in the shoes of honorable
member of Modigashe and even honorable chair of water and is prudent enough to reduce some of this
money so that we increase in the water department and that is my amendment Mr Speaker that we
reduce 10 million shilling from education, agriculture, finance ,liase and 5 milllion shilling from executive
departments and trade department which is total 50 million shilling. I wish this amendment to be
considered because I noted is very vital and wish members to second me. Thank you
Hon Speaker : leader of minority
Hon Mohamed Amin ( Minority Leader ) : Thank you Mr Speaker . I stand to second the department of
tghuis motion. Aware that water is critical sector and 80% of our county in in rural areas and reducing
the budget of water is never fair. I being the member of water committee I felt that we increased 50
million after 100 million was deducted so that it reduce to 50 million shillings and I urged members let
us approve this amendments. Thank you
Hon Speaker : Honorable member of Saka there is no point of order and this is what will happen now
amendments was put forwad by the deputy speaker and has been seconded by the minority leader and
so horobale member our first business before we go anywhere else is to with the fate of that
amendments and therefore I want to put the question that the development water project should be
increased by 50 million.
( Question put and agreed upon)
Hon Speaker : Any member who wish to contribute . Yes member of Ijara
Hon Irshad : Honorable Speaker with the mood of the house I request you to put the question for
passing and adopting the budget .
Hon Speaker: Is that the mood of the house ?
(Members chanting Yes)
Hon Speaker : Then I will put the question that the house adopt the report of budget and appropriation
committee on county fiscal strategy paper of 2018/2019 amended.
(Question put and agreed upon)
Hon Speaker : There is no any other business the house adjourned to Tuesday next week

